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Since the 1980s, voluntary organizations are widely accepted as an important
body outside the system of government and the market. In the case of market failure
and government failure, as an important carrier of multiple subjects to participate,
volunteer services are highly valued. In the theoretical framework of public
governance, volunteer organizations become one of the basic elements of governance.
However, take a panoramic view of the current situation of contemporary voluntary
service in china, we can still find a lot of problems existing. Voluntary service failure
has become a problem. Through comparative analysis of China's current three
volunteer service model, we can make a conclusion that seeking an effective
voluntary service model on the basis of community voluntary service model is a more
appropriate choice. In recent years, as a new paradigm and theory, theory of
governance is widely accepted and put into practice increasingly. Community
governance is a kind of thinking and behavior patterns that using the theory of
governance to solve community problems. It is the theory of governance using at the
community level. Faced with the plight of grassroots governance, taking the road of
refinement governance is the trend, which requires us to establish a consciousness of
"micro-governance". Because of the highly fit of governance and volunteer as the
same with community governance and community volunteer, it has great significance
to explore effective ways to overcome the voluntary failure in sight of
micro-governance by introducing micro-governance perspective.
This paper is divided into five parts. The first part is an introduction including
research background and significance and literature review; The second part analyzes
current development of voluntary service, including basic model of voluntary service,
development difficulties and attempt to find the solution of voluntary failure; Third
comes with the value evidence of introducing micro-governance to voluntary service;
The fourth department describes voluntary service’s operation mechanisms by the
view of micro management. Explain it with a case study of volunteer service in H
Abstract
District, X city from micro learning, micro subject, micro mechanism, micro objects,
micro propaganda.Final part is the conclusion.
The innovation in this article can be: First comes the conceptualization of
micro-governance practices in reality, making the micro-governance of sublimation
from practice to theory. Second, use the new perspectives to analysis voluntary failure
and provide theoretical and practical solutions for a long-term and sustained voluntary
service.
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